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Craig Pirrong points out the ways the left is exploiting the train tragedy. Wait 'til you 
see what the New Yorker cooked up.  
One of the least savory aspects of human behavior is the tendency to exploit tragedy for 
personal or political ends. This low tendency was on display in spades in the aftermath of the 
Amtrak derailment in Philadelphia. Before the bodies of the dead were even cold, pundits and 
politicians were out in force moaning that the tragedy proved the lamentable decay of American 
infrastructure, and the lack of government spending on it. Remarkably (or maybe not), the 
lamentations have continued even after it was revealed that the train had been going more than 
twice the speed limit, thereby making it highly unlikely that shoddy track or a poorly maintained 
train was to blame. No tragedy should go to waste, apparently, and the facts shouldn’t get in the 
way of a politically useful narrative. 

There are many examples of the mo’ guvmint types exploiting the deaths of 8 people in Philly, 
but for 99.9 percent pure, unadulterated stupidity, you have to read this screed by Adam 
Gopnik* in The New Yorker. Where to begin? 

To leverage the Philadelphia tragedy into a justification for more government spending, Gopnik 
has to claim that railroads, and passenger railroads in particular, are public goods: 

"And everyone knows that American infrastructure—what used to be called our public works, or 
just our bridges and railways, once the envy of the world—has now been stripped bare, and is 
being stripped ever barer. 

. . . . 

This week’s tragedy also, perhaps, put a stop for a moment to the license for mocking those 
who use the train—mocking Amtrak’s northeast “corridor” was a standard subject not just for 
satire, which everyone deserves, but also for sneering, which no one does. For the prejudice 
against trains is not a prejudice against an élite but against a commonality. The late Tony Judt, 
who was hardly anyone’s idea of a leftist softy, devoted much of his last, heroic work, written in 
conditions of near-impossible personal suffering, to the subject of … trains: trains as symbols of 
the public good, trains as a triumph of the liberal imagination, trains as the “symbol and 
symptom of modernity,” and modernity at its best. “The railways were the necessary and natural 
accompaniment to the emergence of civil society,” he wrote. “They are a collective project for 
individual benefit … something that the market cannot accomplish, except, on its own account of 
itself, by happy inadvertence. … If we lose the railways we shall not just have lost a valuable 
practical asset. We shall have acknowledged that we have forgotten how to live collectively.” 

Trains take us places together. (You can read good books on them, too.) Every time you ride 
one, you look outside, and you look inside, and you can’t help but think about the private and 
the public in a new way." 

In point of fact, railroads are not public goods, as defined by economists. Not even close. I get 
no benefit whatsoever from your trip on a train, or a train that ships a good to you. The benefits 
of rail travel and rail transport are internalized by the traveler and the consumer of the 
transported good. 



Further, what characterizes public goods is non-exclusivity. If you produce it, I get to consume it 
too, and you can’t exclude me from doing so. Not true of railroads. You have to buy a ticket to 
ride. ... 

... Gopnik’s economic illiteracy is annoying, but his supercilious tone and East Coast superiority 
makes his ignorance almost unbearable: he fits in perfectly at the New Yorker, and personifies 
the famous cover depicting the view of the US from 9th Avenue. A condescending ignoramus. 
Not an appealing combination. 

In sum, it’s appalling enough that Gopnik, like others, leaped to use the Philadelphia tragedy to 
advance his pet political cause.  It’s even worse that this pet political cause is economically 
retarded. 

*Gopnik’s name cracks me up, because in Russia the term “gopnik” (го́пник) refers to lower 
class street punks known for their drinking, loutish behavior, petty criminality, and stylish dress, 
usually consisting of Adidas track suits and dress shoes. In other words, го́пники are pretty 
much the antithesis of Manhattan prog Adam Gopnik, and no doubt the typical го́пник would 
take great pleasure in beating the snot out of the likes of Adam Gopnik. 

  
  
Carl Cannon says a train crashes and the Dems jump the tracks.  
Even in the context of our hyper-partisan politics, the press release that landed in my inbox 
Thursday morning was surprising in its ugliness. “Republican Cuts Kill… Again,” it screamed, 
announcing a new attack ad funded by a fledgling liberal group called The Agenda Project 
Action Fund. 

The group’s previous spot—“Republican Cuts Kill”—blamed the Ebola crisis on Capitol Hill 
conservatives, earning the dreaded “four Pinocchio” designation from The Washington Post 
face-checking team. The newest installment splices graphic images from Tuesday’s crash of 
Amtrak Train 188 with random budget figures and videos of Republican leaders calling for cuts 
in Amtrak’s subsidies and other federal programs. 

Yes, you heard right. As Amtrak’s twisted railroad cars remained on their sides, bodies were still 
being recovered from the wreckage, and the critically injured were being prepped for surgery, 
self-styled “progressives” sought to score political points by essentially accusing fiscal 
conservatives of murder. ... 

  
  
Walter Jacobson says if H. Clinton is elected we can expect continuing executive 
power grabs.  
... Obama expanded his power domestically far more than any other president in memory. His 
executive action on immigration is a good example of legislating from the bureaucracy by 
implementing policies directly contrary to existing law and anything Congress would be willing to 
do. So too his use of Environmental Protection Agency rulemaking power to remake the energy 
sector where previous efforts to do the same legislatively had gone nowhere. And let's not forget 
Obama's unilateral changes to Obamacare to postpone its day of financial reckoning beyond the 
2014 elections. 



Whether such executive power grabs are upheld or rejected in court, they all show the degree to 
which Obama has tried to expand his power at the expense of Congress. 

Should we expect any better from Hillary should she become president? I don't think so; in fact, 
I think we can expect worse. ... 

  
  
Paul Mirengoff says Stephie has more to disclose.  
George Stephanopoulos has admitted, under pressure, that he is a donor to the Clinton 
Foundation. He has also acknowledged that he should have so informed his viewers before 
attempting to light into Peter Schweizer and feebly trying to discredit Peter’s reporting about the 
Clinton Foundation on the grounds that he worked (for a few months) as a speechwriter for 
President George W. Bush. 

But there is much Stephanopoulos has yet to disclose to his viewers. Schweizer lists the 
following: ... 

  
  
  
More on Michelle's Tuskegee address from Rich Lowry.  
Michelle Obama gave a commencement address at Tuskegee University that was a ringing call 
for the graduates not to be discouraged by her whining. 

Much of the first lady’s speech was what is right and proper for a Tuskegee commencement, 
drawing on the story of the determination and skill of the Tuskegee Airmen. But she devoted a 
long passage to her own struggles that was off-key and characteristically self-pitying. ... 

  
  
But, the Target story was told by Michelle the Victim another way on the Letterman 
show. Michelle Malkin was keeping track.  
... On David Letterman’s show in 2012, the haute-couture-clad first lady recounted the same 
“incognito” Target visit to demonstrate her just-like-you bona fides. She chuckled as she shared 
how the shopper asked, “Can you reach on that shelf and hand me the detergent?” As the 
audience laughed with delight and Mrs. Obama grinned from ear to ear, she told Letterman: “I 
reached up, ’cause she was short, and I reached up, pulled it down — she said, ‘Well, you didn’t 
have to make it look so easy.’ That was my interaction. I felt so good.” 

From overjoyed Regular Mom to Oppressed Martyr, can Mrs. Obama’s shopping fable get any 
more absurd? To paraphrase a popular slogan of the social-justice mob: Jig’s up, don’t 
compute. 

It just goes to show you: Once a race hustler, always a race hustler. ... 

  
  
Here's another race hustler in training. Al Sharpton's daughter sprained her ankle in 
New York. Now she's suing the City for $5 million. Daily Caller has that story.    
The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, especially when the tree is rotten. 



Dominique Sharpton, the 28-year-old daughter of MSNBC host and race activist Al Sharpton, 
sprained her ankle last October on the corner of Broome Street and Broadway in New York City, 
and now she wants the city to pay – big time. 

Claiming to have been “severely injured, bruised and wounded” by uneven pavement, 
Dominique is seeking $5 million in damages from taxpayers for the sprain. ... 

  
 
 
 

  
  
Streetwise Professor 
No. Trains Are Not Public Goods and Don’t Exploit Tragedy To Claim They Are 
by  Craig Pirrong 

One of the least savory aspects of human behavior is the tendency to exploit tragedy for 
personal or political ends. This low tendency was on display in spades in the aftermath of the 
Amtrak derailment in Philadelphia. Before the bodies of the dead were even cold, pundits and 
politicians were out in force moaning that the tragedy proved the lamentable decay of American 
infrastructure, and the lack of government spending on it. Remarkably (or maybe not), the 
lamentations have continued even after it was revealed that the train had been going more than 
twice the speed limit, thereby making it highly unlikely that shoddy track or a poorly maintained 
train was to blame. No tragedy should go to waste, apparently, and the facts shouldn’t get in the 
way of a politically useful narrative. 

There are many examples of the mo’ guvmint types exploiting the deaths of 8 people in Philly, 
but for 99.9 percent pure, unadulterated stupidity, you have to read this screed by Adam 
Gopnik* in The New Yorker. Where to begin? 

To leverage the Philadelphia tragedy into a justification for more government spending, Gopnik 
has to claim that railroads, and passenger railroads in particular, are public goods: 

And everyone knows that American infrastructure—what used to be called our public works, or 
just our bridges and railways, once the envy of the world—has now been stripped bare, and is 
being stripped ever barer. 

. . . . 

This week’s tragedy also, perhaps, put a stop for a moment to the license for mocking those 
who use the train—mocking Amtrak’s northeast “corridor” was a standard subject not just for 
satire, which everyone deserves, but also for sneering, which no one does. For the prejudice 
against trains is not a prejudice against an élite but against a commonality. The late Tony Judt, 
who was hardly anyone’s idea of a leftist softy, devoted much of his last, heroic work, written in 
conditions of near-impossible personal suffering, to the subject of … trains: trains as symbols of 
the public good, trains as a triumph of the liberal imagination, trains as the “symbol and 
symptom of modernity,” and modernity at its best. “The railways were the necessary and natural 
accompaniment to the emergence of civil society,” he wrote. “They are a collective project for 
individual benefit … something that the market cannot accomplish, except, on its own account of 



itself, by happy inadvertence. … If we lose the railways we shall not just have lost a valuable 
practical asset. We shall have acknowledged that we have forgotten how to live collectively.” 

Trains take us places together. (You can read good books on them, too.) Every time you ride 
one, you look outside, and you look inside, and you can’t help but think about the private and 
the public in a new way. 

In point of fact, railroads are not public goods, as defined by economists. Not even close. I get 
no benefit whatsoever from your trip on a train, or a train that ships a good to you. The benefits 
of rail travel and rail transport are internalized by the traveler and the consumer of the 
transported good. 

Further, what characterizes public goods is non-exclusivity. If you produce it, I get to consume it 
too, and you can’t exclude me from doing so. Not true of railroads. You have to buy a ticket to 
ride. 

Meaning that if the value of the service exceeds the cost of providing it, market forces will lead 
to its provision, in approximately the efficient quantity. Yes, indivisibility and market power 
issues may lead to some distortions, but the gross under provision that Gopnik and Judt fear will 
not happen. Period. 

Yes, trains take us places together-but they also take us places alone. And we internalize the 
benefits of the company-or the solitude. You internalize the benefit of the book you read or the 
view you see: it affects me not one whit. 

Given these facts, there is no case here whatsoever for public provision of this service. If Gopnik 
or Judt get psychic benefits out of other people riding on trains, let them buy them tickets: why 
enlist the coercive powers of the state to subsidize what they value? 

Perhaps-perhaps-there was justification for subsidizing transcontinental rail in the mid-19th 
century, but even that is doubtful: the success of the James J. Hill’s Great Northern, which 
received no government land grants,  is a great counterexample. Privately funded rail 
investment boomed starting in the 1850s, and soon roads criss-crossed the northeast and 
midwest. Indeed, it is arguable that there was over investment. 

Gopnik has a theory why there is not more investment in railroads (underinvestment in his view, 
in fact). Anti-government libertarian fanatics. (Shhh. No one tell him that the protagonist of Atlas 
Shrugged runs a railroad.) 

The reason we don’t have beautiful new airports and efficient bullet trains is not that we have 
inadvertently stumbled upon stumbling blocks; it’s that there are considerable numbers of 
Americans for whom these things are simply symbols of a feared central government, and who 
would, when they travel, rather sweat in squalor than surrender the money to build a better 
terminal. 

No, actually. It is the fact that the high speed rail projects that so enamor leftists like Gopnik-and 
Jerry Brown and Obama-are colossal boondoggles that pass no cost benefit test whatsoever, 
even if you make dreamy assumptions about ridership or the value of carbon allegedly saved. 

Consider the California high speed rail project, much beloved by Brown. For $6 billion, the first 
phase will connect . . . wait for it . . . Merced and Bakersfield.  North Nowhere to South 
Nowhere. Buck Owens would have been so proud. But it will be a white elephant that California 



cannot afford, and ironically, will divert resources from other infrastructure that California could 
definitely use. 

If you want to find an era in which investment in rail was truly throttled, go back to the halcyon 
days of the 60s and 70s, when nearly a century of rate regulation, combined with the rise of air 
transport and the (government funded) creation of the interstate highway system brought the 
entire industry into severe financial distress, and drove many famous rail companies to 
bankruptcy. (It’s an irony, no, that government infrastructure spending undercut the left’s 
beloved railroads?) Investment in track and rolling stock plummeted, and the industry was truly 
decrepit. And that was almost completely the result of archaic and inefficient regulation. 
Government almost killed rail. 

The freight industry was reborn starting in 1980, with the passage of the Staggers Act, which 
deregulated rates. As surely as day follows night, the freight rail industry was revitalized. The 
profit motive worked wonders. Economic forces were permitted to work, and routes were 
rationalized, resulting in the closure of uneconomic routes that the government had forced roads 
to retain. Economically viable routes were expanded.  Innovation, in particular the development 
of intermodal systems, led to dramatic improvements in efficiency and incredible integration 
between ocean, rail, and road freight.  The private enterprise that Gopnik and Judt believe 
cannot possibly lead to good except by accident (“inadvertence”) revived what their beloved 
government had almost strangled. 

Passenger rail did not experience a similar revival, but that too was driven by economics. Rail 
cannot compete with air on long distance travel, especially when the value of time is considered. 
For shorter trips, the point-to-point convenience and flexibility that cars offer means that driving 
typically dominates rail. 

Gopnik claims “We all should know that it is bad to have our trains crowded and wildly 
inefficient—as Michael Tomasky points out, fifty years ago, the train from New York to 
Washington was much faster than it is now.” We know no such thing. Indeed, the massive 
subsidies necessary to keep passenger rail operating in the US tell us the exact opposite: that it 
is economically unviable. 

It is beyond funny that liberals consider passenger rail a “symbol and symptom of modernity.” In 
1880, maybe. In 2015? Seriously? Now it is an anachronism. 

In brief, there is no “plot against trains.” If anything conspires against passenger trains, it is 
economic reality, and they have survived only by coercing you and me to pay for it. Economic 
reality is quite congenial to freight rail, and it has thrived as a result, without us being compelled 
to subsidize it. 

Gopnik’s economic illiteracy is annoying, but his supercilious tone and East Coast superiority 
makes his ignorance almost unbearable: he fits in perfectly at the New Yorker, and personifies 
the famous cover depicting the view of the US from 9th Avenue. A condescending ignoramus. 
Not an appealing combination. 

In sum, it’s appalling enough that Gopnik, like others, leaped to use the Philadelphia tragedy to 
advance his pet political cause.  It’s even worse that this pet political cause is economically 
retarded. 

*Gopnik’s name cracks me up, because in Russia the term “gopnik” (го́пник) refers to lower 
class street punks known for their drinking, loutish behavior, petty criminality, and stylish dress, 



usually consisting of Adidas track suits and dress shoes. In other words, го́пники are pretty 
much the antithesis of Manhattan prog Adam Gopnik, and no doubt the typical го́пник would 
take great pleasure in beating the snot out of the likes of Adam Gopnik. 

  
  
Real Clear Politics 
A Train Crashes, and Democrats Jump the Tracks 
By Carl M. Cannon 

Even in the context of our hyper-partisan politics, the press release that landed in my inbox 
Thursday morning was surprising in its ugliness. “Republican Cuts Kill… Again,” it screamed, 
announcing a new attack ad funded by a fledgling liberal group called The Agenda Project 
Action Fund. 

The group’s previous spot—“Republican Cuts Kill”—blamed the Ebola crisis on Capitol Hill 
conservatives, earning the dreaded “four Pinocchio” designation from The Washington Post 
face-checking team. The newest installment splices graphic images from Tuesday’s crash of 
Amtrak Train 188 with random budget figures and videos of Republican leaders calling for cuts 
in Amtrak’s subsidies and other federal programs. 

Yes, you heard right. As Amtrak’s twisted railroad cars remained on their sides, bodies were still 
being recovered from the wreckage, and the critically injured were being prepped for surgery, 
self-styled “progressives” sought to score political points by essentially accusing fiscal 
conservatives of murder. 

I love trains, and travel from Washington, D.C., to New York City on that same route several 
times a year. I watched the news accounts of the wreck unfold with horror, and anger. What I 
most wanted to know most—along with millions of Americans—was why the train reached 
speeds in excess of 100 miles per hour as it approached a curve where the speed limit is half 
that fast. 

Answers haven’t been easy to obtain. The train’s engineer, 32-year-old Brandon Bostian, 
apparently gave Philadelphia police detectives the brush-off and lawyered up instead. His 
attorney went on television to report that his client had concussion-induced amnesia and 
remembered nothing of the crash. That struck many, including Philadelphia’s mayor, as 
suspiciously convenient—but it’s a prudent response considering the criminal charges Bostian 
may face. 

In Washington, Democrats weren’t interested that. Even before the engineer’s identity was 
revealed, they affixed blame elsewhere. What was “utterly reckless,” they said, wasn’t driving a 
locomotive at preposterously high speeds. Instead, that description was applied to Republicans 
who’ve tried to apply a semblance of fiscal restraint to government spending. 

“Year after year, Republicans have run for office almost exclusively on cutting spending,” 
asserted Agenda Project President Erica Payne. “Many of the cuts they demand are utterly 
reckless. … Cuts to the Amtrak budget prevented vital upgrades that could have prevented this 
tragedy. Republican budget cuts crippled a system that transports more than 30 million 
American citizens each year. Shame on them.” 



This is not a new quarrel. Fiscally conservative Republicans and liberally spending Democrats 
have been arguing about Amtrak’s federal subsidies since the National Railroad Passenger 
Corporation—Amtrak’s official name—was formed in 1970. It’s called a corporation, and it’s 
structured as one, but its board members are presidential appointees, and most of the stock is 
owned by the federal government. The original idea was that it would receive an initial infusion 
of federal dollars and then be on its own. But it has never made money in its 44-year-history, 
despite the assurances of several early Amtrak presidents that it was on a glide path to 
profitability.  Finally, in 2002, Amtrak President David Gunn told a Senate subcommittee, 
“Amtrak will never be profitable.” 

Running chronically in the red means asking Congress for money—a lot of money—more or 
less constantly. In its four-plus decades of operation, taxpayers have funneled some $45 billion 
in operational costs and capital improvements into the railroad. This is how things became 
partisan. For starters, the two political parties have philosophical differences over the size and 
scope of government. Also, numerous “red state” Republicans represent constituents who never 
ride the rails, and don’t understand why the government should spend $1 billion a year on trains. 
Urban Democrats, particularly in the Eastern Seaboard have the opposite perception. 

Conservatives emphasize Amtrak’s failings as they perceive them: an expensive workforce, high 
administrative costs, union-induced featherbedding—you know, the old “waste, fraud, and 
abuse” argument. Democrats cite an alternate narrative, embraced by Amtrak’s brass, that goes 
like this: Reforms have been made, particularly regarding staffing; train travel is essential to 
ease travel gridlock in the East; other modes of transportation—namely highways and air 
travel—receive myriad government subsidies that dwarf Amtrak’s support by orders of 
magnitude. 

In this long-running debate, I side with Amtrak. To me, the logic of what they say about 
highways and airline travel is unassailable. As for staffing issues, let’s note that of the 243 souls 
aboard Train 188 last Tuesday only five were crew members. That doesn’t sound like much 
featherbedding. 

The funding issue that has been front-and-center this week is something called PTC, for 
“positive train control,” which automatically stops railroad locomotives from reaching the 
dangerous speeds that doomed Train 188 in Philadelphia. This is apparently what Democrats 
and some safety experts had in mind when they pointed fingers at congressional Republicans. 

But the blame game appears to be misplaced. Congress had mandated PTC for all major 
stretches of passenger rail—including the curve where Train 188 derailed—by the end of 2015, 
and appropriated the money to help get it done. Amtrak, in turn, had installed the equipment on 
both the tracks and the trains, but was waiting for final approval on computerized radio 
frequencies before making it operational. 

This late-in-the-week revelation underscored the irresponsible nature of the Democrats’ rhetoric. 
Their nastiness was in evidence on the House floor, where members of Congress echoed the 
Agenda Project attack ads. In other words, this was a Democratic Party talking point. It led to an 
angry rebuttal by Idaho Republican Mike Simpson. 

“You have no idea—no idea—what caused this accident [so] don’t use this tragedy that way!” he 
admonished New York Democratic Rep. Steve Israel on the House floor. “It was beneath you.” 

That’s a description that would fit much of our nation’s political discourse these days. But no one 
stands down in U.S. politics anymore, so when asked about the tone and content of their ad, 



Agenda Project spokesman Erik Altieri brushed away any suggestion they had jumped to the 
wrong conclusion. 

“The ad,” he told me, “aims to start a national conversation about the worldview too often 
expressed by our friends on the right: that all spending cuts are good.” 

That’s a conversation worth having. As a fan of passenger trains, I’m more sympathetic to the 
Democrats’ stance on Amtrak spending than the GOP position. But poisoning the well of political 
discourse doesn’t facilitate discussion. Its purpose is to demonize the opposition and win the 
next election cycle. It’s isn’t intended to help forge congressional consensus or solve a national 
problem—or make Americans safer. 

Carl M. Cannon is the Washington Bureau Chief for RealClearPolitics. 

  
Examiner 
Expect even more executive power grabs from Hillary 
William A. Jacobson    

Hillary Clinton's presidential campaign launch was meant to present a different side of Hillary — 
a softer, more humble, less power-hungry version of the candidate. The "Scoobie" van road trip 
to Iowa portrayed Hillary as the everywoman, interested only in You. 

Hillary was trying to shift the public's attention away from her scandal-ridden days in Arkansas 
and as first lady, her Wall Street connections, the Clinton Foundation's questionable fundraising 
and her role as diplomatic field general for a disastrous foreign policy. Clinton's campaign not 
only wanted to leave the old Hillary behind, but to distance her from President Obama as well. 

Yet on a critical issue — executive branch power grabs — Clinton cannot leave her past or 
Obama behind. 

Obama expanded his power domestically far more than any other president in memory. His 
executive action on immigration is a good example of legislating from the bureaucracy by 
implementing policies directly contrary to existing law and anything Congress would be willing to 
do. So too his use of Environmental Protection Agency rulemaking power to remake the energy 
sector where previous efforts to do the same legislatively had gone nowhere. And let's not forget 
Obama's unilateral changes to Obamacare to postpone its day of financial reckoning beyond the 
2014 elections. 

Whether such executive power grabs are upheld or rejected in court, they all show the degree to 
which Obama has tried to expand his power at the expense of Congress. 

Should we expect any better from Hillary should she become president? I don't think so; in fact, 
I think we can expect worse. 

Consider that Hillary went off the government grid to conduct her official business by setting up 
a private server at her home that was controlled by her personal staff. 

By using the private server, Hillary ensured that her correspondence was hidden from prying 
U.S. government eyes and Freedom of Information requests. Hillary's people were the ones to 
control what was turned over to the State Department and what was permanently deleted. 



The server scandal is a metaphor for the old Hillary — opaque, controlling, paranoid, ruthless 
and power-hungry. It's proof that she hasn't changed. 

Now we have Candidate Clinton promising even more aggressive executive immigration 
amnesty than Obama. Not only has Hillary vowed to defend Obama's executive immigration 
actions, she said "if Congress continues to refuse to act, as president I would do everything 
possible under the law to go even further." She added, "That is just the beginning …" 

Does anyone doubt her? She may just be pandering to Hispanic voters, but she's pandering by 
threatening just the sort of naked power grabs that Obama made routine. 

Campaign consultants can remake a candidate's image, but they can't remake the candidate 
herself. A President Clinton would almost certainly face a Republican House of Representatives 
in 2017, if not a Republican-controlled Congress. 

Rather than trying to work with such a Congress, Hillary has made it clear she would be even 
more aggressive than Obama in expanding presidential power at the expense of Congress and 
the Constitution. 

William A. Jacobson is clinical professor of law at Cornell Law School and publisher of Legal 
Insurrection Blog.Thinking of submitting an op-ed to the Washington Examiner? Be sure to read 
our guidelines on submissions.  
  
  
Power Line 
What Stephanopoulos still hasn’t disclosed 
by Paul MIrengoff 

George Stephanopoulos has admitted, under pressure, that he is a donor to the Clinton 
Foundation. He has also acknowledged that he should have so informed his viewers before 
attempting to light into Peter Schweizer and feebly trying to discredit Peter’s reporting about the 
Clinton Foundation on the grounds that he worked (for a few months) as a speechwriter for 
President George W. Bush. 

But there is much Stephanopoulos has yet to disclose to his viewers. Schweizer lists the 
following: 

In his on air apology for this ethical mess, Stephanopoulos did not disclose that in 2006 he was 
a featured attendee and panel moderator at the annual meeting of the Clinton Global Initiative 
(CGI). 

He did not disclose that in 2007, he was a featured attendee at the CGI annual meeting, a 
gathering also attended by several individuals I report on in Clinton Cash, including mega 
Clinton Foundation donors Lucas Lundin, Frank Giustra, Frank Holmes, and Carlos Slim — 
individuals whose involvement with the Clintons I assumed he had invited me on his program to 
discuss. 

Stephanopoulos did not disclose that he was a 2008 panelist at the CGI annual meeting which, 
once again, featured individuals I report on in the book, such as billionaire Clinton Foundation 
foreign donor Denis O’Brien. 



ABC’s most visible news employee did not disclose that in 2009, he served as a panel 
moderator at CGI’s annual meeting, nor did he disclose that in 2010 and 2011, he was an 
official CGI member. 

Stephanopoulos did not disclose that in 2013 and 2014, he and Chelsea Clinton served as CGI 
contest judges for awards, in part, underwritten by Laureate International Universities — a for-
profit education company I report on in the book. Bill Clinton was on its payroll until his recent 
resignation.  

The common denominator in what Stephanopoulos still hasn’t disclosed is the fact that 
Stephanopoulos didn’t just give the Clinton Foundation money, he gave it his time. Schweizer 
notes that time is the one thing news media personalities have very little of.  

In Stephanopoulos’ case there’s a second thing: integrity. 

  
  
National Review 
The First Lady of Microagressions  
by Rich Lowry 
  
Michelle Obama gave a commencement address at Tuskegee University that was a ringing call 
for the graduates not to be discouraged by her whining. 

Much of the first lady’s speech was what is right and proper for a Tuskegee commencement, 
drawing on the story of the determination and skill of the Tuskegee Airmen. But she devoted a 
long passage to her own struggles that was off-key and characteristically self-pitying. 

Few women in modern America have been the focus of as much adulation as Michelle Obama, 
a Princeton University and Harvard Law School graduate who was making almost $270,000 by 
the time her husband was elected senator. She is routinely lionized for her beauty and her 
public spiritedness. 

Yet the first lady often strikes an aggrieved note when talking about her experience in America 
(her notorious comment in 2008 was that “for the first time in my adult lifetime I’m really proud of 
my country.”). Her gloss on the famous Wallis Simpson line is apparently that you can never be 
too rich, too thin or too easily offended. 

At Tuskegee, she related a series of inconsequential gibes or perceived insults mostly from 
2008 that, for her, loom large enough to share with graduating seniors years later. 

The first lady cited, for instance, a controversial New Yorker cover during that campaign of her 
sporting an Angela Davis-style Afro and a gun. The image was meant to satirize 
“misconceptions and prejudices” about the Obamas, in the words of the publication’s editor, 
David Remnick. 

The first lady said that “it knocked me back a bit.” Give her this: Few of us know the pain of 
being featured on a cover of one of the nation’s most respected magazines in a spoof meant to 
illustrate how our critics are mean-spirited loons. 



Michelle’s other specific plaints included a barb from Rush Limbaugh, another from Michelle 
Malkin and a chyron on Fox News. Grim stuff, right? Needless to say, this comes with the 
territory. No doubt, people will say mean things about Heidi Cruz, too, should her husband 
become the GOP presidential nominee. 

After all the outrageous slings and arrows she suffered in the 2008 campaign, Michelle Obama 
limped into office with a 68-18 favorable rating, according to Gallup. It couldn’t have been easy 
being showered with such widespread (but, admittedly, not quite universal) acclaim. 

After six years of partisan warfare waged by and over her husband, Michelle Obama still has a 
2-1 favorable rating, and according to a recent YouGov survey is the fifth-most admired woman 
on the planet, finishing just below Queen Elizabeth II and above Celine Dion. 

But even the mighty apparatus of the imperial presidency can’t protect the first lady from 
irksome interactions. In a People magazine profile in which the Obamas told of their struggles 
with racism, Michelle Obama recounted how hurtful it was that when she once visited Target, a 
women asked her to help get something off a shelf. Perhaps because she was tall enough to 
reach it. 

Even the mighty apparatus of the imperial presidency can’t protect the first lady from irksome 
interactions. 

In her Tuskegee address, at least Michelle Obama urged the graduates not to be daunted by 
slights (and more meaningful obstacles, like rotten schools). Even though she didn’t mention the 
word, what she was talking about was “microaggressions,“ the trendy term on college campuses 
for often inadvertent offensiveness. 

The underlying premise of the microaggression is that only people who belong to certain select 
groups ever suffer indignities or humiliations, when they are, of course, inherent to the human 
condition. George Orwell once said that every life seen from the inside is a series of defeats. 

The microaggression, properly understood, is a sign of progress. From chattel slavery to Jim 
Crow to innocent misunderstandings and occasional rudeness is a vast leap forward. But the 
logic of the microaggression increasingly defines the Democratic party, because identity politics 
needs the oxygen of perpetual grievance. 

As channeled by Michelle Obama, the party’s animating sentiment is we shall overcome — 
every insult real or imagined. 

  
  
National Review 
Michelle Obama’s Tales of Racialized Victimhood  
She changes her story about her adventure at a big-box store.  
by Michelle Malkin 
  
Oh, woe is she. In an “exclusive” interview with People magazine this week, first lady Michelle 
Obama lamented the “sting” of “racist experiences” that she and her husband allegedly still 
suffer. My message for America’s Marie Antoinette? Cry me a river. 



To show how she’s down with The Struggle of post-Ferguson agitators, Mrs. Obama cited a 
supposedly horrifying incident at a Target store where she was treated, in her paranoid mind, as 
a subservient. “Even as the first lady,” she bemoaned, “not highly disguised, the only person 
who came up to me in the store was a woman who asked me to help her take something off a 
shelf.” 

A lowly peon asked her for an innocent favor? It’s Jim Crow all over again! ABC News reports 
that Mrs. Obama said such “incidents are ‘the regular course of life’ for African-Americans and a 
‘challenge’ for the country to overcome.” 

News flash: Oh, deep in my heart, I do believe that it is part of the “regular course of life” of tall 
people of all colors (Mrs. Obama is 5-foot-11) to be prevailed upon to reach high on behalf of 
those of us who are vertically challenged. These are not odious “incidents” of racism between 
slaves and masters. They’re matters of common courtesy between equals. 

So overcome your ridiculously hypersensitive, privileged self and deal with it, girl! (And now 
don’t get all hot and bothered about the “girl” thing. Sheesh.) 

There is, of course, a truly insidious “-ism” at work here: Cynicism. Mrs. Obama’s dissemination 
of her false racial narrative in a popular celebrity rag is cunningly calculated to pander to 
America’s aggrieved leftists. We know Mrs. Obama’s victim sob story is a steaming pile of rotten 
turnips because the last time she talked about The Incident, it was a feel-good late-night talk-
show anecdote devoid of discrimination. 

On David Letterman’s show in 2012, the haute-couture-clad first lady recounted the same 
“incognito” Target visit to demonstrate her just-like-you bona fides. She chuckled as she shared 
how the shopper asked, “Can you reach on that shelf and hand me the detergent?” As the 
audience laughed with delight and Mrs. Obama grinned from ear to ear, she told Letterman: “I 
reached up, ’cause she was short, and I reached up, pulled it down — she said, ‘Well, you didn’t 
have to make it look so easy.’ That was my interaction. I felt so good.” 

From overjoyed Regular Mom to Oppressed Martyr, can Mrs. Obama’s shopping fable get any 
more absurd? To paraphrase a popular slogan of the social-justice mob: Jig’s up, don’t 
compute. 

It just goes to show you: Once a race hustler, always a race hustler. The first lady demonstrated 
a willingness to employ accusations of racial oppression for political gain from the earliest days 
of her adult life. Take Mrs. Obama’s senior thesis at Princeton University, titled “Princeton-
Educated Blacks and the Black Community.” Decrying her racial otherness, the Ivy Leaguer 
accused her university of pushing her down the dreaded path toward “further integration and/or 
assimilation into a white cultural and social structure that will only allow me to remain on the 
periphery of society; never becoming a full participant.” 

Yet, while regaling campaign crowds with complaints about bias, burdensome education loans, 
and the beastly lily-white corporate world, Mrs. Obama neglected to mention that it was a white 
male Princeton alum who went beyond the call of duty to bring her from her imagined 
“periphery” to the center of power. 

As I recounted in my book Culture of Corruption, Sidley and Austin corporate law partner 
Stephen Carlson offered the elite student generous career guidance and mentoring while she 
was an undergrad and then reached out to her again when she was at Harvard Law. She 
secured a coveted job as a summer associate in 1987, accepted a full-time job upon graduation, 



and never looked back. Mrs. Obama, perpetual victim, hopped from Princeton to Harvard to 
prestigious law firms, cushy nonprofit gigs, an exclusive Hyde Park manse, and a 
crony corporate board appointment before landing at 1600 Pennsylvania Avenue. 

Only in America is such upward mobility possible by a thin-skinned incessant whiner who has 
fabricated racial tall tales all the way to the tippy-top of the ladder of opportunity. God bless the 
U.S.A. 

  
  
Daily Caller 
Like Father, Like Daughter: Al Sharpton’s Kid Sues NYC for $5 Million For 
Sprained Ankle 
by Derek Hunter 

The apple doesn’t fall far from the tree, especially when the tree is rotten. 

Dominique Sharpton, the 28-year-old daughter of MSNBC host and race activist Al Sharpton, 
sprained her ankle last October on the corner of Broome Street and Broadway in New York City, 
and now she wants the city to pay – big time. 

Claiming to have been “severely injured, bruised and wounded” by uneven pavement, 
Dominique is seeking $5 million in damages from taxpayers for the sprain. 

The New York Post reports: 

Currently on vacation in Bali, the membership director for her gadfly dad’s National Action 
Network claims she “still suffers and will continue to suffer for some time physical pain and 
bodily injuries,” according to the suit filed against the city departments of Transportation and 
Environmental Protection. 
… 
And despite claiming “permanent physical pain” in a breathless notice of claim in December, at 
around the same time there were social-media shots of her in high heels and fancy dresses and 
climbing a ladder to decorate a Christmas tree. 

According to the filing in her lawsuit, Dominique Sharpton is seeking payment for “loss of quality 
of life, future pain and suffering, future medical bills, [and] future diminution of income.” 

Dominique’s father Al currently has roughly $4.5 million in tax liens against him and his for-profit 
businesses. 

  
  
  



 
  
  

 
  


